We apply constrained Hidden Markov Model architecture to the problem of simultaneous localization and surveying from sensor logs of mobile agents navigating in unknown environments. We show the solution of this problem for the case of one robot and extend our model to the more interesting case of multiple agents, that interact with each other through proximity sensors. Since exact learning in this case becomes exponentially expensive, we develop an approximate method for inference using loopy belief propagation and apply it to the localization and surveying problem with multiple interacting robots. In support of our analysis, we report experimental results showing that with the same amount of data, approximate learning with the interaction signals outperforms exact learning ignoring interactions.
Constrained HMMs for Map Learning
By identifying each state in a hidden Markov model with some small spatial region of a continuous space, it is possible to naturally define neighboring states as those which correspond to connected regions in the underlying space. The transition matrix of the HMM can then be constrained to allow transitions only between neighbors; this means that all valid state sequences correspond to connected paths in the continuous space. The transition matrix does not need to be explicitly stored or learned, it is merely computed by a function that respects the state topology; the remaining parameters of the model scale only linearly with the number of states.
We apply this constrained HMM architecture [10] to the problem of simultaneous localization and surveying from sensor logs of mobile agents navigating in unknown environments. The surveying problem is distinct from the mapping problem: we are not trying to learn the occupancy grid of a world. Rather, we are trying to learn the values that various sensors (e.g. altitude, temperature, light level, beacon signals) take on as a function of position in the unknown environment. Our problem is motivated by mobile planetary rovers, which generally operate on open plains, collect temporal histories of multiple sensors, and cannot rely on the odometry of self-locomotion because they are navigating extremely rough terrain, often not using conventional wheels. Figure 1 shows the typical input to a single agent (robot) in the scenario we are studying. Each robot moves through the environment under the control of an external navigation algorithm that we cannot influence. As it proceeds, it logs readings from multiple noisy sensors, some of which may be smoothly varying and others of which may be intermittent and discontinuous. Crucially, the agents can also detect each other when in close proximity. No odometry or other information about navigational control signals (either intended or realized) is available. The problem is to simultaneously discover the trajectories taken by each robot (localization) and to learn the values of each sensor variable across the environment (surveying).
We approach this task as an unsupervised learning and inference problem, treating the locations of each robot over time as hidden variables to be inferred and the values of the sensor variables across space as parameters to be learned. Our method of tackling the problem is to discretize the world into small spatial cells and to identify each such cell with a state in a hidden Markov model. In two dimensions, this discretization is expensive but possible, in higher dimensions or for very large areas requiring fine spatial resolution the number of cells required scales prohibitively. In fact, this discretization is simultaneously the source of the algorithm's power and its greatest computational challenge.
For a single robot, or multiple non-interacting robots, the learning and inference algorithms are identical to those for standard HMMs trained on multiple observation sequences, except that the transition matrix is fixed by the spatial topology and is not updated during learning.
The more interesting case is that of multiple robots which explore the environment simultaneously and interact with each other, for example through proximity sensors. In this case, exact learning requires inferring the joint state of all robots, and quickly becomes exponentially expensive because the effective state space of the HMM is the product of the state spaces of the individual robots. In this paper, we develop an approximate but efficient method for inference in this case using belief propagation and apply it to the localization and surveying problem with multiple interacting robots, showing that with the same amount of data, approximate learning with the interaction signals outperforms exact learning ignoring interactions.
Localization and Surveying with a Single Robot
In this section we develop the constrained HMM model equations to solve the localization and surveying problem for a single robot, which navigates in an unknown environment and records some observations (continuous or discrete) from its sensors. The graphical model that relates the empirical observation sequence Y = {y 1 , ..., y T } to the discrete hidden state sequence S = {s 1 , ...s T } is shown in figure 2.
For each continuous sensor c, we assume a conditional Gaussian model:
For discrete sensors d we assume a CPT model:
We assume that the noise in the sensor observations is uncorrelated from sensor to sensor and also over time (white). Our goal is to maximize the likelihood of the observations given the (survey) parameters, integrating over all possible paths the robot could have taken: max 
.., s4}, their empirical observations, and the interaction signals z1, ..., z4 for 4 time steps. The interaction signal zt is shaded if it is on, which forces the state chains to become coupled.
As a byproduct of this maximization we will end up inferring the marginal posterior of the robot's position at each time as well as the single most probable (Viterbi) path of the robot, thus also performing localization.
For learning, we use the well known EM algorithm, known in this case as Baum-Welch. This constrained HMM model has exactly the same inference and learning procedures as a regular HMM. The difference is that the transition matrix is fixed, allowing transitions only between neighbors, and is not updated during learning. In fact, the sparsity of the spatial topology results in very efficient inference and learning, since very few entries of the transition matrix (function) are nonzero and sums need be performed only over these.
Multiple Interacting Robots
Next, we consider a scenario in which multiple robots explore the environment simultaneously and interact with each other by communicating signals between them. In what follows, we only consider a very simple form of interaction: the robots are equipped with proximity sensors which notify them when they are near another robot. The proximity signal includes the identity of the other agent encountered, but not a relative heading.
The new graphical model relating empirical observation sequences, interaction signals, and hidden state sequences is shown in figure 3 for two robots and four time steps. This model is very similar to the Factorial HMM [4] , except that there are both private outputs from each chain (in our case the sensor readings of each robot) as well as shared outputs (in this case the interaction signals).
Note that, even though the state chains are a priori independent, once we condition on the interaction evidence, the chains become coupled. This causes problems during the inference stage of learning, since we can no longer run the simple forward-backward recursions independently on each robot's chain. Of course, this factorial representation of the coupled HMM could be transformed into a regular HMM, whose effective state space is the Cartesian product of the state spaces of the individual robots. However, inference in this "flattened" model requires working in the joint state space of all robots and quickly becomes exponentially expensive.
Several approaches can be taken to tackle this explosion. Stochastic sampling algorithms, usually based on importance sampling or Markov Chain Monte Carlo [5] can provide randomized estimates of state occupation statistics. One can also employ structured variational approximations to the posterior over hidden states, similar to the ones discussed in [4] , and proceed to optimize a lower bound on the likelihood.
Another alternative is to apply a class of approximation algorithms that are based on belief propagation [9] . Of course, for the uncoupled HMM, the standard HMM inference algorithms are exactly equivalent to belief propagation on a particular junction tree constructed from the original graphical model. For the coupled HMM, we derive below an approximate method for inference which uses loopy belief propagation (LBP) on the equivalent junction tree. Loopy BP ignores the cycles in the graph, passing messages according to a predetermined schedule and updating beliefs in the standard way. Although approximate, LBP has proved to be very successful in practice in many other domains [3, 2] In theory, LBP runs the risk of "overcounting" information, and thus may not converge or may converge to the wrong answer. However, for our particular problem we find the algorithm very suitable. Indeed, it has been observed in practice that if the original graph does not contain dense loops, LBP usually converges and produces very good approximation. If the interaction signals are infrequent (robots do not meet each other very often), then our graphical model will have exactly this characteristic of large, loosely coupled cycles. In the experimental section we confirm this intuition: loopy BP on our graphs almost always converges to sensible beliefs.
To develop the LBP equations for our model, we first convert the original Bayes net ( fig.  3 ) to its factor graph ( fig. 4) representation [7] . The factor graph contains both variable nodes and factor nodes and is bipartite: edges exist only between variables and factors. Messages flow only from factor nodes to variables and back, but never between factors or between variables. Once a variable node has received messages from all other neighboring factor nodes it takes the product of these messages and delivers it to the destination factor node. The message that a factor node sends to a variable node is the marginalized product of all the incoming messages from its other neighboring variable nodes, multiplied by its current potential function:
All that remains is to specify a message passing schedule. In principle, one could apply any schedule including running the above updates in parallel. We, choose a message passing schedule that is similar to the well-known forward-backward recursion algorithm.
First, we must define the potential function f qr (s q , s r ) that couples robots r and q. In general, one would like to account for noisy interaction signals based on knowledge of their properties. In our application, the proximity sensors have an extremely low false positive rate, and a moderately low false negative rate. To make inference efficient, and keep the loops in our graphical model as large as possible, we approximate the proximity potential using the assumption that the false positive rate is zero. Thus, at time slice t if the proximity sensor is not active (p t qr = 0), we define f qr (s q , s r ) to be a constant. Otherwise, if a proximity signal is detected, we set Note that this definition implies that when a proximity signal is observed, both robots must be in the same state, which according to our problem corresponds to the same discretized cell. (Ideally, the definition of the potential function could be more sophisticated, but this would severely increase the complexity of inference.) The message at time slice t that a variable node s q t node sends to the factor node f 
can be performed efficiently during inference. The final inference algorithm run by each robot is given above. Note that in our problem setting, the messages that are being passed from one robot to another can be interpreted as a local beliefs of the state distribution that different robots have. LBP essentially tries to insure the consistency of these different local beliefs at the times when proximity alarms are observed.
Our message passing schedule is quite simple: we iterate through robots r = 1, 2, ..., R sequentially, running the above inference algorithm (which includes the effect of all incoming messages). When completed, the algorithm has computed γ r t (i) and all outgoing messages µ t r→q are sent. We monitor the convergence of this LBP by the absolute difference between successive marginal beliefs and continue passing messages until these stabilize (which typically takes 15-20 iterations) or until a maximum number of iterations, which we set to 25, has been reached. After that, we perform an M-step to update the model parameters Θ.
In rare cases when LBP fails to converge, we must make some further approximations. (In our examples this occurs on about 3-5% of the E-steps.) It is possible to employ "damped" version of LBP [8] , or resort to more tedious and slow double-loop algorithms that are always guarantee to converge [6] . However, it is generally believed that the accuracy of the answers returned by these double-loop algorithms in cases where regular LBP has trouble converging may be quite poor. In this situation, we simply ignore robot interactions, and just run the standard forward-backward (FB) recursions on the disconnected state chains in parallel. We then perform an M-step as usual and return to loopy propagation at the next inference step. The final learning and inference algorithm is given below.
Learning Algorithm for Multiple Interacting Robots :
• Repeat until parameters converged or maximum number of learning iterations We experimented with single and multiple robots in a 15x15 grid world using simulated logs from 3 continuous valued and 1 binary valued sensor. 1 The functions defining the 3 continuous sensors were generated at random using mixtures of small numbers of Gaussians. The binary sensor measures contact with the wall, using the output model P (y wall = 1|s t = i) = 1 − if i is a wall state and zero if i is not a wall state. In our simulations, = 0.1 Smooth, continuous trajectories of nonconstant velocity were generated and sampled at regular time intervals. The values of the 3 sensors at these continuous positions was corrupted with Gaussian noise of standard deviation 0.1, with the scale of sensors being from 0 to 1.1. (In our experimental setup, to avoid degeneracy of scale, we assumed that the output model for the binary sensor was known to the robot: in effect this lets the robot guess when it has reached the limits of the region it is exploring, although it does not know which wall it is contacting.) Figure 5 (top panel) shows the true sensor maps along with a subsequence of simulated continuous trajectory. It also shows the state discretization of the world as dotted lines. In total, we generated 4 sequences of 2500 noisy observations where each observation consisted of 3 continuous valued and 1 binary valued sensor (fig 1) . Figure 5 (second from top panel) shows the results of applying our algorithm assuming that these 4 sequences were navigated as 4 separate excursions by a single robot (or 4 excursions by non-interacting robots). The reconstructed maps have been flipped vertically for the display, since of course the algorithm cannot recover absolute orientation. (Some smoothing has also taken place by drawing the contour lines; of course the sensor maps we estimate are piecewise constant at the scale of the grid resolution.) The estimated RMS error from reconstructed trajectory to the true trajectory is 1.02 times the grid size, implying that on average, we know our location to within our discretization error limit. Figure 5 (middle panel) shows the results applying our algorithm assuming that the 4 trajectories were executed in two excursions by two interacting robots. Notice that the same total amount of data is used, except for the inclusion of the proximity sensors (in fact exactly the same data traces are used). A proximity signal was generated with probability 1 − δ if the true (continuous) positions of the robots were within a distance of 0.5 grid units and with probability zero otherwise. In our experiments, δ = 0.1. (Notice that this still admits the possibility of false positives, since robots may be within 0.5 but in different grid cells.) We can see that by trying to enforce consistency between the robots using LBP, our approximate algorithm improves the survey map as well as the trajectory reconstructions as compared to exact inference without interaction signals. (The RMS position error in this case went down to 0.89.) We also observed that for 2 robots, LBP never failed to converge in our experiments. This is due to the very weak interaction in the graphical model, since only 5-7% of the times proximity signals are included. Figure 5 (bottom panel) shows the results of running our algorithm assuming four robots navigated the space simultaneously. The pairwise proximity signals were generated as above, with no consistency enforced amongst them. In this case, the survey and trajectory reconstruction have further improved. (RMS position error is 0.81.) On the other hand, 4 robots introduce more loops into our original graph (14-16% proximity times), and therefore LBP fails to converge in about 3-5% of the E-steps. In such cases, we break the links and run independent inference in the chains for a single iteration before returning to LBP.
Discussion & Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a constrained HMM architecture for solving the simultaneous surveying and localization problem when an unknown environment is explored by multiple interacting agents. The agent interactions cause exact learning and inference to become exponentially expensive. Rather than ignoring interactions, we have also provided an efficient approximate multi-agent inference algorithm for this architecture based on Loopy Belief Propagation. Although our algorithm does not perform exact inference, we have shown on simple grid world experiments that its performance -both in terms of survey parameters and localization -is superior to performing exact inference while ignoring agent interactions. Other approximate inference methods, especially those based on applying particle filters [1] , have been applied to mobile robotics, but this work has focused on mapping occupancy grids (SLAM), and on the single agent setting.
One particularly intriguing byproduct of our learning algorithm is that the intermediate state marginals Γ(i) = R r=1 T t=1 γ r t (i) contain the estimated occupancy numbers for each grid state. These estimates can potentially be used for traditional mapping (SLAM). Also, they could be returned as feedback signals to the control algorithm driving the robots to indicate which areas of the world need to be explored further, in the consensus opinion of all agents. Figure 6 displays this statistic for single-robot, two-robot and four-robot experiments. It is interesting to note that the map and trajectory reconstruction are inaccurate precisely in areas where we think we are most uncertain about the world according to Γ.
We are currently pursuing methods to further speed up our algorithms, and in particular to avoid the need for discretizing the entire world. Ultimately, we hope to apply these algorithms to real data from teams of planetary rovers, as part of the MarsDome project at UTIAS.
